


On-Board Connectivity and Entertainment

The MAX Transit Mini provides cellular connectivity for 
passengers. It connects using LTE, supporting band 71 for 
improved range and signal penetration. This means the Transit 
Mini will stay connected even in remote areas where other 
bands drop off.

Installation is simple; the Transit Mini’s accepts passive PoE 
input, so it can be powered and connected using a single cable. 
To prevent battery drain, the MAX Transit Mini features Ignition 
Sensing, which senses the ignition status of the vehicle and 
turns the router on or off accordingly. For fleets of multiple 
vehicles, the Transit Mini is equipped with GPS, enabling you to 
track your entire fleet at once. InControl central management̂  
enables you to bulk push configurations and even remotely 
access the Web Admin of any device in your network.

 ̂Requires PrimeCare Subscription, complementary for the first year.
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Transit Mini VPN to Headquarters

GPS Fleet TrackingHeadquarters

Using the MAX Transit Mini, officers on the field can connect to 
headquarters using FirstNet. Using the redundant SIM slot, the 
device can failover to commercial LTE as needed. By building a 
PepVPN to headquarters, 2-way radios such as TETRA, NXDN, 
and DMR can be used between multiple remote sites, enabling the 
entire force to seamlessly communicate as if they were connected 
to the same repeater. Finally, the Transit Mini can broadcast a 
mobile hotspot, connecting cameras and other equipment .

With its built-in GPS, the Transit Mini can send its location to 
headquarters in real-time. Using InControl central management̂ , 
central command can remotely configure any connected router, 
simplifying network maintenance.

The device itself is easy to install: it’s compact form factor ensures 
that it can fit in tight spaces. It can also be powered using PoE or 
Micro-Fit 3.0 2x2 connector, providing installation versatility. 

    
 ̂Requires PrimeCare Subscription, complementary for the first year.
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